Understanding Pollution: Irreversible Changes Global Warming, Oil Spills and
Eutrophication Have on Our Water Supply
In the ever-changing world in which we live, there is only one constant: Water. Throughout the
history of the earth continents have shifted, land masses have risen up, and sunk, but through it all
there has been water. As mankind has advanced we have done so through water. The earliest
human settlements were near water sources, and as civilization expanded it did so by following
along the rivers, lakes, and oceans of the world. Why? Because without water there is no life.
Despite the fact that water is so essential to life, humanity’s actions are having a negative impact
on the water sources that are so vital to us all. Actions such as the release of greenhouse gases
which are increasing global warming, the spilling of oil into oceans, rivers, and lakes, and the
release of chemicals into water sources causing eutrophication.

Many people argue the existence of global warming. Yet, a recent report published by the United
Nations has claimed that if something is not done to, at the very least, reduce the emissions of
greenhouse gases then the world will be locked into an irreversible course of climate change.i The
report has caused UN secretary General Ban Ki-Moon to urge world leaders to act, and to quote
the a UN press release concerning the report “if left unchecked, climate change will increase the
likelihood of severe, pervasive and irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems.”ii, The impact
of global warming on water supplies is Threefold. Firstly, as global warming causes the

temperature of the water to rise it can devastate plant and aquatic animal life as they are unable to
adapt to the increased temperature.iii That may not seem like a big deal, until you consider the fact
that 70-80% of the world’s oxygen comes from marine plant life.iv Secondly, as the temperatures
rise the polar ice caps are melting at a rate of 4% a decade, and Antarctica and Greenland are losing
land massv. Finally, as temperatures rise, and population continues to expand, there is an increased
risk of desertification, which is the turning of land into desertvi. Let me break down desertification
a bit. No water equals no fertile land which equals no agriculture! There goes our food supply.
Global warming is not something that can be ignored. It is having an impact on every aspect of
the world’s ecosystems, from desert to ocean, and rainforest to urban cities. As the UN report
reveals that they are 95% certain that global warming is the results of man’s actions, are we really
going to argue over the remaining 5%? Or are we going to take action to ensure that future
generations actually have a world to call home?

Anyone who has even seen images from an oil spill will agree the damage that oil can cause is
tremendous. One of the greatest dangers of oil is that even though water is known as the universal
solvent, oil does not dissolve in water.vii Instead of dissolving, oil simply gathers into a thick
sludge on the water. This sludge causes fish to suffocate, gathers on the feathers of birds weighing
them down and denying them flight, and blocks light from reaching aquatic plant which leads to
their demise.viii Obviously, all of this devastates marine ecosystems. The truly worrying thought
is that as disastrous as oil spills are they account for only 12 percent of oil that enters the oceans.

The other 88% comes from shipping travel, drains and dumping.ix It is estimated that 29 million
gallons of oil enter the waters around North America alone.x Think of the damage that is being
done to the marine ecosystems around the world. Then think about the long term damage that is
being done to the waters of the world, which are essential for human life.

Eutrophication. A word that most people have probably never heard before. However, the effect
that this word has on the waters of the world cannot be ignored. Eutrophication is “The process
by which a body of water acquires a high concentration of nutrients, especially phosphates and
nitrates. These typically promote excessive growth of algae. As the algae die and decompose, high
levels of organic matter and the decomposing organisms deplete the water of available oxygen,
causing the death of other organisms, such as fish. Eutrophication is a natural, slow-aging process
for a water body, but human activity greatly speeds up the process.”xi Phosphates and nitrates can
come from such varied sources as fertilizer, sewage, or other artificial sources of nutrients.xii
Eutrophication is one of the most common dangers that face inland water supplies worldwide. The
problem with eutrophication is that there are so many different types of algae that can form. Some
algae can release toxins into the waters, while others can inhibit the ability of those who drink the
water to take in oxygen.xiii The only way to truly deal with eutrophication is to ensure that
chemicals are not added into our water supplies. While this process will naturally occur in older
lakes, we should not exacerbate the issue by further polluting inland water.

Pollution can come in many forms and guises, but they all have one effect: to degrade the
environment around us. The fact that we as a culture allow some of the most important resources
on this planet to be polluted is a mark of our disregard for the future and our own welfare. There
are three things that are necessary for human survival: Food, Water, and Oxygen. While we can
grow our own food, it requires water and oxygen to do so, and we continue to pollute both.
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